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INTRODUCT ION

The Niagara Falls Storage Site NFSS is U.S Department of Energy

DOE surplus facility The site covers approximately 191 acres and

is used for the storage of radioactive residues and contaminated

soils and rubble The site is located approximately 10 mi north of

the city of Niagara Falls and lies within the town of Lewiston New

York Figure

The NFSS is remnant of the U.S Armys original Lake Ontario

Ordinance Works LOOW portions of which were used by the wartime

Manhattan Engineer District MED for the storage and transshipment
of radioactive materials As result of these operations some

portions of the former LOOW other than the present NFSS are also

contaminated In addition some of the radioactive materials stored

at NFSS over the years were subject to water and wind erosion As

result radioactive materials migrated offsite chiefly through the

NFSS onsite and offsite drainage ditches These radioactively
contaminated areas located adjacent to or near the NFSS are referred
to as vicinity properties

DOE has established the Surplus Facilities Management Program SFMP
to manage and plan the ultimate disposition of surplus DOEowned
facilities such as the NFSS The contaminated materials in the

offsite drainage ditches and on vicinity properties are the

responsibility of the Formerly Utilized Sites Remedial Action

Program FUSRAP another DOE program



2.0 HISTORY OF SITE AND OWNERSHIP

The U.S Armys 7500acre LOOW was used for TNT production early in

World War II When those operations ceased the Army assigned the

site to the War Assets Administration which transferred portion

of the property to the MED When the MED became the Atomic Energy

Commission AEC in 1947 AECowned property totaled approximately

1500 acres

During 1944 the MED began to use the property for the storage of

pitchblende uranium ore processing residues Between 1949 and

1952 the AEC property was used as temporary storage location for

uranium and thoriumcontaining materials that were processed by

various facilities located in New York State and elsewhere The

original onsite steam plant was modified and used for boronlU

production between 1953 and 1959 and again between 1965 and 1971

During the first period of operation major site cleanup occurred

that included consolidation and removal of surface debris packaging
of waste for shipment to Oak Ridge Tennessee and sale of bulk

metallic scrap After 1971 when the boronlU operations ceased
most of the AECowned property was transferred or sold Only 191

acres remained comprising the NFSS Site operations were put On

standby in 1971 and National Lead Company of Ohio NLO was

assigned as caretaker for the site

Responsibility for the NFSS passed from the AEC to the Energy
Research and Development Administration and then to the DOE In

1981 DOE chose Bechtel National Inc as the Project Management
Contractor PMC for the NFSS project Interim remedial actions

began in 1982 Ref
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TABLE

VOLUMES AND STORAGE LOCATIONS OF THE MAJOR

PITCHELENDE RESIDUES AND MIDDLESEX

SANDS STORED AT THE NFSS

Before Interim
Remedial Action

Building 434

Building 411

Buildings 413 and
and 414

Building 411
Bay

North of Building
411

Building 410

Residue

K65

L30

L50

F32

plU

Middlesex Sands

Volume
yd3

3200

7960

2150

440

9400

229

Storage Location
After Interim

Remedial Action

Building 411 Bays
and

Building 411 Bays
and

Buildings 413 and 414

Building 411
Bays and

Waste Containment Area
North of Building 411

Building 410



The L30 residues resulted from the processing of pitchblende ore

containing about 10 percent uranium oxide by the Linde Ceramics

Plant Tonawanda New York from December 1943 through October 1944

Available data suggest uranium concentrations ranging from 400 to

5000 ppm and radium concentrations from to 12 ppb in the L30
residues Ref Ref Figure shows the L30 residues and
the debris and water in Building 411 before remedial action began

The L51J residues resulted from uranium extraction of pitchblende

ores containing approximately percent uranium oxide Extraction

was conducted at the Linde Plant The uranium and radium

concentrations in the L50 residues range from 100 to 4000 ppm and

to 12 ppb respectively Ref Ref

The F32 residues were the result of similar uranium extraction

process to that which produced the L30 and L50 residues

Inventory data indicate that the uranium concentration of the

pitchblende ore used by Linde ranged from 4000 to 6500 ppm
Ref Ref Radium concentration are estimated to be ppb

The R-lO residues resulted from the processing of ore containing 3.5

percent uranium oxide The Rl0 residues were stored on the soil

surface north of Building 411 and the initial residue inventory

suggested uranium concentration of approximately 2300 ppm
Radium concentrations are estimated to be ppb Ref Ref

The Middlesex sands are the result of decontamination activities

sandblasting conducted at the Middlesex Sampling Plant Middlesex
New Jersey Measurements made during the Battelle sit.e

characterization indicated levels of less than 100 ppm uranium and
less than 0.01 ppb radium226 Ref

Contaminated Land Areas

From information based on site records and the Battelle

characterization Ref several distinct contaminated land areas
were identified at NFSS These areas are shown in Figure The



PlU residue storage area also was partly overlain by 15000 yd3

of spoils soils sediments and rubble created during an offsite

decontamination activities in 1972 The area covered approximately

37500 yd2 and contained an estimated 55000 yd3 of contaminated

soils and residues Exposure rates in the area ranged from

background to mR/h The materials also had eroded eastward into

the Central Ditch and westward into the West Ditch The other

contaminated onsite areas identified by Battelle covered total

area of approximately 165000 ft2

OnSite and OffSite Drainage Ditches

Past surface erosion from contaminated areas on the NFSS site

primarily the R-lO area had resulted in contamination of the two

major drainage ditches which flowed on and off the site The larger

of the ditches the Central Ditch begins onsite southeast of the

PlU storage area and flows north approximately 31/2 mi to its

confluence with Four Mile Creek northwest of the site The West

Ditch begins at point west and south of the site and flows

northward for approximately 4500 ft to an intersection with Central

Ditch north of the site Figure

Vicinity Properties

As stated earlier the NFSS covers only 191 acres of the

approximately 1500 acres originally utilized for shipment storage
and burial of radioactive materials and wastes Therefore several

contaminated properties once part of the federally owned land are

now privately owned These vicinity properties as they are called

have been radiologically surveyed by the Radiological Site

Assessment Program of Oak Ridge Associated Universities Cleanup of

these properties began in 1984 The locations of the vicinity

properties and their radiological status following completion of

interim remedial action through 1984 are shown in Figure

11
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FIGURE STATUS OF NFSS VICINITY PROPERTIES AT END 0F1984



5.0 NANAGEMENT ORGANIZATION AND RESPONSIBILITIES

DOE Headquarters

DOE Headquarters DOEHQ has the responsibility for the development

of overall policy necessary to accomplish NESS project objectives

The NESS project is part of SFHP and FUSRAP two of four remedial

action programs under the direction of the DOE Assistant Secretary

for Nuclear Energy and is the responsibility of the Division of

Remedial Action Projects DRAP Through DRAP DOEHQ provides

broad guidance and establishes program budgets When necessary

DOEHQ acts as liaison with other government agencies to help

resolve conflicts or problems which affect the SFMP FUSRAP or

specific projects such as NFSS

SFMPO

In 1978 DOEHQ designated the DOE Operations Office in Richiand

RL Washington as the Lead Field Office for the SFMP The RL

Surplus Facilities Management Program Office SFMPO manages the

SFMP and its many individual projects such as NESS

SFMPO receives input from various DOE Field Offices and develops and

recommends program activities and budgets to DOEHQ as required to

meet the objectives of the various SFMP projects Funding is

distributed to participating Field Offices by SFMPO and general

guidance is issued on the conduct of projects in accordance with

agreed schedules and at the lowest reasonable cost

Oak Ridge Operations Office

SFMPO has assigned the SFMP portion of the NFSS project to the DOE

Oak Ridge Operations Office OR Technical Services Division TSD
which is also the DOE lead Field Office for FUSRAP Therefore the

two portions of the NESS project SFMP and FUSRAP are united under

ORTSD which provides technical administrative and financial

management of the NFSS project on daytoday basis In this

15
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FIGURE MANAGEMENT ORGANIZATION AND INTERFACE FOR THE NFSS PROJECT



actions include removal and temporary storage of the upper layers of

the interim cap and construction of longterm cap The longterm

cap is 5.5ft thicker than the interim cap and would have extra clay

and layer of riprap graded layers of gravel and rock Only the

containment area and small buffer zone would probably be retained

under DOE ownership and control

Alternative 2b LongTerm Management at NFSS Modified Containment

Plus Modified FormUnder Alternative 2b in addition to the

improved containment system described for Alternative 2a the

residues would be modified physically and chemically to reduce the

rate of longterm migration of contaminated materials from NFSS

The residues would be removed from the containment area and

processed to extract valuable constituents e.g uranium cobalt

nickel molybdenum and lead Once processed the vitrified

glass residue slag and some precipitates would be reburied in the

djked containment area the processing facilities would be

decontaminated and demolished and the entire wastecontainment area

would be covered with the longterm cap Only the containment area

and small buffer zone would be retained under DOE ownership and

control

Alternative 3a LongTerm management at an Arid Site Hanford

Under Alternative 3a the residues and wastes would be excavated

from the containment area at NFSS and transported by truck to

radioactive wastemanagement site on the DOE Hanford Reservation

near Richiand Washington The residues would be packaged in large

metal containers and transported on either flatbed trailers or in

shielded vans The wastes are classified as nonradioactive under

current transportation regulations and would be shipped in large

dump trucks About 16000 truckloads would be needed to transport

the wastes and residues over 2500 mi to Hanford Following

transport of the wastes and residues to the Hanford site the

excavated areas would be filled and regraded and NFSS would be

released for other use At Hanford the contaminated materials

would be buried in 42 burial trenches in manner similar to current

19



Alternative 4c Offsite Storage of Residues at Oak Ridge/LongTerm

Management of Waste at NFSSUnder Alternative 4c the residues

would be excavated packaged and transported to Oak Ridge as in

Alternative 3b About 1600 truckloads would be needed The

residue packages would be stabilized in mounds and covered with

longterm cap similar to that described for Alternative 3b The

wastes would remain at NFSS and would be covered with longterm

cap identical to that described for Alternative 2a The containment

areas and small buffer zones at NFSS and Oak Ridge would be

maintained and monitored

Alternative 4d Offsite Storage of Residues at Oak Ridge/Ocean

Disposal of Remaining WastesAlternative 4d is identical to

Alternative 4c except that the NFSS wastes would be disposed in the

ocean instead of remaining at NFSS Ocean disposal would be the

same as for Alternative 4b After removal of all wastes and

residues from the site NFSS would be released for other use Only

the residue containment area and small buffer zone at Oak Ridge

would be maintained and monitored

More recently in response to recommendation from State of New

York officials DOE has agreed to consider an enhanced intrusion

barrier over Building 411 where the most highly contaminated

materials are stored This concept will be considered in the FEIS

The final EIS will be issued late this summer After issuing the

final EIS 30day period for public review and comment will

follow and DOE will then make final decision regarding the NFSS

remedial action plan to carry out that decision will then be

developed funded and inplemented

0047t0006t 21
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DIKE/CUTOFF WALL DECON

FACILITY CONSTRUCTED

A-b AREA STABILIZED APPROX

16000 ID3 EXCAVATED

CONSOLIDATED IN DIKE AREA

L-50 RESIDUES SEALED WITHIN

BLDGS 413 AND 414

KNOWN AREAS OF CONTAMINATION

LOCATION OF RESIDUES

FIGURE 1982 NFSS INTERIM REMEDIAL ACTIONS
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FIGURE 11 closeup view of Building 411 and some of the 1982 interim remedial actions looking northeast Note the
dike/cutoff wall being tied into the northwest corner of Building 411 and the sealing activities taking place on Buildings
413 and 414 the two circular buildings at the left The third circular building Building 412 the round tower-like structure
Building 415 and the ramshackle building in the center of the picture Building 410 were eventually demolished See Sec
tion 7.0



FIGURES 13 14 At the end of the construction season the R-1O pile was covered with
layer of ethylene propylene diene monomer EPDM which reduced the emission of radon gas

from the area plus prevented any further erosion or migration of radioactive materials The EPDM
was spread in large overlapping sheets which were sealed at the joints
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FIGURE 18 The site decontamination facility was constructed at the beginning of interim

remedial actions in 982 Vehicles or equipment traveling from contaminated area to clean

one were cleaned and surveyed to ensure that no contamination was spread

FIGURE 18: The site decontamination facility was constructed at the beginning of interim 
remedial actions in 1982. Vehicles or equipment traveling from a contaminated area to a clean 
one were cleaned and surveyed to ensure that no contamination was spread. 
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ON-SITE CONTAMINATED AREAS AND DITCHES

EXCAVATED APPROX 54000 VD3 ADDED TO

10 AREA

DIKE EXTENDED TO EXPAND WASTE

CONTAINMENT AREA

BUILDING 411 WORK BEGINS

IflhIJllllffllllI

SOUTH DIKE AREA READIED FOR

CONTAMINATED MATERIALS

ADDITIONAL AREAS OF ON-SITE

CONTAMINATION DISCOVERED

LOCATION OF RESIDUES

FIGURE 19 1983 NFSS INTERIM REMEDIAL ACTIONS



FIGURE 22 view of excavations in the West Ditch The plastic was spread aiong the bank
to avoid contaminating clean areas During 1983 the entire 4800 feet of the West Ditch and 6900
feet of the Central Ditch were decontaminated
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FIGURE 25 view of the Waste Containment Area showing the

results of 1983 interim remedial actions looking north Note the honey
combed structure of Building 411 in the center of the picture the water

storage ponds middle right the demolition of Building 412 center and

the excavation south of the Waste Containment Area all the way to the

Street at the bottom of the picture
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1984

The interim remedial actions performed in 1984 are illustrated in

Figures 28 through 37 Among the activities decontamination was

performed on several vicinity properties some remaining

contaminated onsite areas and another portion of the offsite

Central Drainage Ditch The contaminated soil from the cleanup of

these areas totaled approximately 27900 yd3 All this was placed

in the Waste Containment Area except for 3600 yd3 of material from

the Central Drainage Ditch which was placed on the bank and will be

transported to the Waste Containment Area in 1985

Meanwhile the south dike portion of the Waste Containment Area was

completed forming the final segment of the cutoff wall Building

410 and the upper portion of Building 415 were demolished

Figure 29 clearing the way for final development and use of the

southern portion of the Waste Containment Area The interim cap was

placed over the northern portion or about 40 percent of the Waste

Containment Area Figure 30

The other major work in 1984 centered on the activities to turn

Building 411 into storage facility for the L30 F32 and K65

residues This work included residue transfer ad dewatering

activities within Building 411 and the slurry transfer of the K65
residues from Building 434 to Building 411

Figure 31 shows Building 411 and the Recarbonation Pit hereafter

referred to as Bay of Building 411 The F32 residues in Bay

were transferred to Bay and an underdrain system of slotted PVC

pipe covered with layer of sand was placed in the bottom of

Bay Bay became receptacle for the excess water covering

residues in other bays of Building 411 and in connection with

Building 410 allowed dewatering and treatment of water to occur

The F32 and L30 residues in Bays and also were transferred to

Bay Figure 32 Bays and were then cleaned and underdrain

37



IJLIj1 VICINITY PROPERTIES OFF-SITE CENTRAL

______
DITCH ON-SITE DECONTAMINATION

APPROX 28000 YD3

TRANSFER OF K-65 RESIDUES BEGUN

SOUTH DIKE COMPLETED

BUILDING 410 DEMOLISHED

BUILDING 411 RESIDUE TRANSFER AND
DEWATERING BEGUN

INTERIM CAP PLACED OVER 40 PERCENT OF

WASTE CONTAINMENT AREA

FIGURE 28 1984 NFSS REMEDIAL ACTIONS



FIGURE 30 An aerial view of the Waste Containment Area Note that the dike is now complete around the entire area

that the interim cap has been placed over the northern portion of the area and that work continues around Building 411

and in the southern portion of the area
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FIGURE 30: An aerial view of the Waste Containment Area. Note that the dike is now complete around the entire area, 
that the interim cap has been placed over the northern portion of the area, and that work continues around Building 411 
and in the southern portion of the area. 



FIGURE 32 typical view of the transfer of L-30 residues from Bay

to Bays and in Building 411 using clam bucket Note that the

residues are covered with water to minimize radon emanation

43
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FIGURE 34 view of workmen drilling holes in the side of the tower to create an opening through which the hydraulic
mining unit could be inserted into the lower portion of the Tower Note the full air-supplied protective clothing

,j::> 

UI 

FIGURE 34: A view of workmen drilling holes in the side of the tower to create an opening through which the hydraulic 
mining unit could be inserted into the lower portion of the Tower. Note the full air-supplied protective clothing. 
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FIGURE 36 This is view of the K-65 slurry mix being discharged into Bay of

Building 411

47
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8.0 INTERIM REMEDIAL ACTIONS PLANNED 1985-1986

All remaining contaminated areas onsite and offsite will be

cleaned up by the end of 1985 and the contaminated materials will
be placed in the Waste Containment Area Approximately million

gallons of contaminated water will be treated and released The
final portion of the interim cap over the Waste Containment Area
will be completed in 1986 These and other activities scheduled for
19851986 are described below

Residue Transfer and Dewatering

Beginning in early spring of 1985 additional L30 and F32 residues
in Bay were transferred to Bays and to fill them up The L30
residues placed in Bay are separated from the K65 residues by

demarcation layer consisting of strips of synthetic material

After the residues were placed vertical drainage wicks were added
the underdrain dewatering system is now operational The wicks act
as conduits for water to reach the underdrajn system thus

accelerating the residue dewatering and consolidation

After residue transfer to Bays and has been completed and the
wicks have been installed vacuum seal will be placed atop the

residues The seal which will Consist of approximately ft of

clay will help minimize radon emissions and act as surcharge to
accelerate the dewatering and consolidation process The underdrain

system will then be made operative As the residues in Bays and
are dewatered and consolidated they will be covered with additional
contaminated soil

Approximately ft of L30 and F32 residues remain in Bay The
residues will be covered with layer of sand and standpipes will

be added to allow for dewatering Bay will be filled with
Contaminated soil to accelerate consolidation

49



FIGURES 38 39 The upper picture shows the outer dome of Building 434 after it had large

ly been demolished The lower picture shows the inner dome during the early stages of its demoli
tion These domes were demolished to allow for the removal of the final K-65 residues in the up
per portion of the Tower

51
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FIGURES 38 8r. 39: The upper picture shows the outer dome of Building 434 after it had large
ly been demolished. The lower picture shows the inner dome during the early stages of its demoli
tion. These domes were demolished to allow for the removal of the final K-65 residues in the up
per portion of the Tower. 
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9.0 SPECIAL FEATURES

There are several rather unique items about the NFSS that are worthy

of special note These include the Waste Containment Area the

dewatering system in Building 411 and the hydraulic mining of

highly contaminated residues out of the Tower the environmental

monitoring program and community relations

Interim Waste Containment Facility

The main product of the interim remedial actions at the site will be

disposal cell with 25year design life capable of being

upgraded to 200tol000year design life The interim waste

storage facility will contain soil sediment and rubble generated

during decontamination efforts in addition to the dewatered residues

The facility takes advantage of an underlying clay stratum which

forms the bottom barrier The sides are formed by cutoff walls

keyed into the underlying clay stratum and backfilled with compacted

clay topped with clay dikes The dike and cutoff wall functions as

continuous barrier to radionuclide migration in both groundwater

and surface water Both utilize compacted clay to achieve low

permeability of l0 centimeters per second

The containment will be covered with cap designed to minimize

water infiltration radon emanation erosion and frost heave

damage The 3footthick clay layer is sloped to enhance natural

drainage away from the storage area Eighteen inches of topsoil

will be placed over the clay layer and will have turf cover to

minimize erosion and frost heave damage to the underlying clay

layer The topsoil layer will be graded to promote runoff
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The dewatering system Consists of several components Vacuum

system sand and geotextile drainage layer drainage wicks
residues clay seal and cover The vacuum system and soil

surcharge apply the force necessary to draw the water out of the
residues and through the piping system The water is removed

through the drainage layer with eductor pumps operating within the
closed vacuum system The drainage layer filters the water from the

residues and prevents the slotted PVC vacuum piping from becoming
clogged Wick drains are used to decrease the dewatering time by

acting as water conduits through the highly impermeable residues

The piping and filter layers were placed prior to transferring the
residues This permits the majority of the work to be performed
without the constraint of working in highly radioactive
environment Placing the drainage layer below the residues has the
added benefit of gravity assistance to remove the water from the

residues The residues were then transferred onto the prepared
drainage layer by the slurry mining process and by clamshell After
the residues are transferred the wicks are installed and dry seal
will be placed over the residues to improve the vacuum system
operation and reduce radon emissions

The dewatering process will reduce the residues to approximately two
thirds their original volume Once consolidation is complete the
dewatered residues will be covered with clay layers and closed
within the interim cover

Hydraulic Mining of Residues

By far the most physically difficult activity undertaken at the NFSS
was removing the K65 residues from the old concrete silo in order
to transfer them to the Waste Containment Area The silo is

converted water tower It is 165 feet in height and 38 feet in

diameter In addition to the top or outer dome there is convex
inner dome 40 feet below which was the bottom of the original water
tank



Radon levels are measured by Terradex TrackEtch detectors evaluated

each month External radiation levels are measured by LiF

thermoluminescent dosirneters TLD on quarterly basis

Supplemental radon monitoring is performed by 1ound Laboratories

using Passive Environmental Radon ionitors PERMS at 12 locations

on the site perimeter locations in the exclusion area and 30

offsite locations Groundwater samples are collected quarterly

from 16 locations and annually from three offsite locations

Surface water samples are also collected onsite and offsite All

water samples are analyzed for radium226 and uranium Radon
external gamma and surface and groundwater sampling locations are

shown in Figures 40 41 and 42

The BNI Safety and Licensing Staff reviews and summarizes all data

and prepares an annual environmental monitoring report generally

issued about May of the following year

The draft NFSS Environmental Monitoring Report for 1984 showed that

the site is in compliance with all DOE concentration guidelines and

radiation protection standards Ref

Community Relations

community relations program is an integral part of the remedial

action activities at NFSS As at all sites in the FUSRAP and SFMP

programs the purpose of community relations effort is to identify

community concerns and resolve them inform the public of planned

and ongoing activities and give the public the opportunity to be

involved in the decisionmaking process

The primary point of contact for community relations has been

Citizen Oversight Committee appointed by Congressman John LaFalce
The oversight committee is briefed on work plans and provides

suggestions to DOE and Bechtel Many committee members have

technical backgrounds and are able to provide constructive

suggestions
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Briefings are also given on regular basis to the Lewiston Town

Board Some project activities also affect the nearby Town of

Porter and that Town Board is sometimes involved in these briefings

DOE has also maintained contact with individuals and various citizen

groups interested in the site such as the Sierra Club and other

environmental organizations Another part of community relations

involves explaining the work and obtaining access agreements from

individuals who own property affected by the offsite cleanup The

BNI health physics staff has met with employees of nearby facility

to discuss their concerns over possible radiation exposure

There is of course great deal of interest in the site on the

part of the news media Media tours have been held at the site and

the construction superintendent has provided individual interviews

and tours for the media DOE issues news releases announcing major

activities or contract awards In addition to frequent contacts

from the newspapers in Niagara Falls and Buffalo there have been

site visits by the New York Times ABC television and Japanese

television network

Another element of the community relations program involves

activities required by the NEPA process including set up and

conduct of the required EIS scoping meetings and public hearings

and ensuring that documents are available to the public by mail and

at local libraries Since the EIS for the site included possible

disposal at Oak Ridge and Richiand meetings were held in those two

communities as well as in Lewiston
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Bechtel National Inc Niagara Falls Storage Site Project
Management Plan DRAFT ORO845 Rev U.S Department of
Energy Oak Ridge Operations Oak Ridge TN May 1985

Battelle Columbus Laboratories Comprehensive

Characterization and Hazard Assessment of the DOE Niagara Falls
Storage Site BMI2074 Columbus OH 1981

Battelle Columbus Laboratories Preliminary Smelting of Afrimet
Residues Columbus OH 1983

Bechtel National Inc Engineering Evaluation of Alternatives
for the Disposition of Niagara Falls Storage Site Its Residues
and Wastes DOE/OR/207221 Oak Ridge TN January 1984

Argonne National Laboratory Draft Environmental Impact
Statement LongTerm Management of the Existing Radioactive
Wastes and Residues at the Niagara Falls Storage Site
DOE/EIs0190D Washington D.C August 1984

Bechtel National Inc Niagara Falls Storage Site Environmental
Monitoring Report Calendar Year 1984 Draft DOE/OR/2072255
prepared for the U.S Department of Energy Oak Ridge TN March
1985
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